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CONJUGATE DUMMY OBSERVATION PRIORS FOR VAR’S

1. THE GENERAL IDEA

As is documented elsewhere Sims (revised 1996, 2000), there is a strong tendency for es-
timated time series models, when the estimates are based on a flat prior and on likelihood
conditional on initial observations, to attribute unreasonable explanatory power to initial
conditions. Since classical estimation methods (like OLS in simple unrestricted VAR’s)
are close to flat-prior Bayesian methods, they have this same tendency. The pathology is
reflected, in classical distribution theory, in the small-sample bias toward stationarity in
estimated models.

The problem with the flat-prior estimates is that in these models a flat prior implies
that we give considerable credence to the possibility that in our sample initial conditions
are very far from the model’s steady state. If this were true, it would imply that the data
contain an “initial transient" that allows the model to be estimated with much higher
precision in the sample at hand than would be the case in a typical sample taken from
data after the end of the current sample period. While this may be a realistic possibility
for some applications, in most economic applications it is not.

One solution to this problem is to use the unconditional likelihood. That is, derive the
mapping from the model’s parameters to the unconditional distribution of the initial con-
ditions, and combine that pdf with the usual likelihood function in doing inference. This
approach requires the use of iterative nonlinear optimization methods, but it is quite fea-
sible. The main disadvantage of this approach is that, because there is no unconditional
distribution of the initial conditions if the model implies non-stationarity, the approach
applies only when we are certain in advance that the model should imply stationarity,
and this is seldom the case in economic applications.

Another approach is to introduce a prior that captures our belief that it is implausible
that initial transients explain a large part of observed long-run variation, which is what
we explain how to do here.

2. MECHANICS

The basic idea of dummy observation priors for VAR’s is the same as that for dummy
observation priors in ordinary regression models. Intuitively, one adds extra “data" to the
sample that express prior beliefs about the parameters. The prior takes the form of the
likelihood function for the dummy observations. The difference from single-equation re-
gression models is that the added observations are used in all the equations of the system,
not just in one.

Circumstances can arise where one has beliefs about parameters in some equations
but not others, or has different beliefs about different equations. In fact, the “Minnesota
Prior" that has been widely used in VAR forecasting models and is automated in the
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RATS program has this character. It might seem we could handle such a prior just by
creating separate sets of dummy observation for each equation, and indeed this is the way
RATS and most of the research in the literature that uses priors has implemented them.
However, once the dummy observations differ across equations, the seemingly unrelated
regressions algebra that justifies equation-by-equation estimation no longer applies. So to
maintain internal consistency in likelihood calculations, it is best to stick to pure system-
wide dummy observations. Such dummy observations amount to stating prior beliefs
about how the whole system will behave.

In all our discussion below we will assume a model in the form

(1) y(t) = c +
k

∑
s=1

Bsy(t− s) + ε(t)

with data for t = 1, . . . , T and ε(t) | {y(t− s), s ≥ 1; B, c, Σ} ∼ N(0, Σ).

2.1. The one-unit-root prior. The type of prior we describe here is called in the published
literature a “dummy initial observation" prior. This is not very descriptive however, so
we’ll call it the one-unit-root prior. We introduce data for the artificial date t∗ in which

y(t∗)
n×1

= y(t∗ − 1) = . . . = y(t∗ − k) = ȳ
n×1

λ

and the vector of 1’s that corresponds to the constant term in the data matrix is set to λ in
the t∗ observation. The vector ȳ is usually set to the sample mean of the initial conditions,
i.e.

(2) ȳ =
1
k

k

∑
s=1

y(1− k) .

If we write out the equation for this observation, we get

(3) ȳλ =
( k

∑
s=1

Bs

)
ȳλ + cλ + ε(t∗) .

If I − B(1) is full rank, this equation can be rearranged to read

(4) ȳ =
(

I − B(1)
)−1c +

(
I − B(1)

)−1
ε(t)λ−1 .

It might appear, then, that the dummy observation is equivalent to asserting an uncondi-
tional pdf for ȳ, i.e.

(5) ȳ | {B, c, Σ} ∼ N
((

I − B(1)
)−1c, λ−2(I − B(1)

)−1Σ
(

I − B(1)
)′−1

)
.

In the case where n = k = 1, so ȳ = y(0), this would simply be an unconditional pdf
for y(0). Otherwise, it is an unconditional pdf for a particular set of linear combination
of elements of the initial conditions {y(0), . . . , y(−k + 1)}, so amounts to an improper
unconditional pdf for the initial conditions. However, the dummy observation does not
actually add to the log likelihood the same terms that we would add by using (5) as an
unconditional pdf for the initial conditions. The dummy observation adds the terms

(6) −1
2

log |Σ| − λ2

2
((

I − B(1)
)
ȳ− c

)′ Σ−1 ((
I − B(1)

)
ȳ− c

)
.
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Using (5) as an unconditional distribution for ȳ would add the same terms, but in addition
would add log λ + log |I − B(1)|. The extra term in λ has no effect on the posterior for c,
B and Σ, but the term in B(1) has an important effect. In using the dummy observation,
then, we are acting as if we have an unconditional distribution for ȳ given by (5), and at
the same time have an improper prior on B proportional to |I − B(1)|−1.

The reason for calling this dummy observation a “single-unit root" prior is that |I − B(1)| =
0 is exactly the condition that there be at least one unit root in the system. Thus the prior
is centered on a part of the parameter space where either c = 0 and the system contains a
unit root with ȳ as its eigenvector, or c 6= 0, y is stationary, and y(0) is close to the model’s
implied population mean.

If one wants the prior to lean more sharply toward the presence of a unit root, one can
introduce separate dummy observations in which all the y’s are zero and the element of
the data matrix to which c applies is non-zero. In conjunction with the single-unit-root
prior as we have set it out, this forces c closer to zero and thus beliefs closer to a unit-root
case. One could also add dummy observations that have the same form as the single-unit-
root dummy observation, except that the column of the data matrix corresponding to c is
set to zero. This type of dummy observation used alone would center on the region where
there is at least one unit root and would not give a priori plausibility to any stationary
models. If used in isolation, though, it puts no limits on c, and thus could allow estimates
in which, despite the presence of a unit root, there are still strong initial transients.

3. NO-COINTEGRATION DUMMY OBSERVATIONS

Cointegration is the situation where a model has some stable roots and some unit roots.
If I − B(1) has m unit eigenvalues (with y n× 1), none of which are repeated1, then there
are n−m linear combinations zγ(t) = γy(t) that are stationary, even though it may well
be that every element of the y vector is non-stationary. The single-unit-root prior is con-
sistent with the presence of cointegration, since it favors only the existence of some unit
root.

A set of n dummy observations that centers on unit-root behavior separately for each
element of y can be formed by taking as the j’th dummy observation one in which, at the
artificial date t∗j ,

(7) y(t∗j ) =




0
...
0

ȳjλ
0
...
0




= y(t∗j − 1) = . . . = y(t∗j − k) ,

1In the sense that none gives rise to off-diagonal entries in the Jordan decomposition. The literature on
cointegration has tended to focus on this case, even though it is hard to see why we should be confident a
priori that unit roots will not repeat.
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with the ȳj in the bracketed vector occurring in the j’th position, and the column of the
data matrix corresponding to c set to 0. This dummy observation then reads as, for the
j’th equation

(8) λȳj = ∑
s

Bjjsȳjλ + ε j(t∗j )

and for k 6= j,

(9) 0 = ∑
s

Bkjsȳj + εk(t∗j ) .

It is easy to see that this prior favors B’s whose off-diagonal elements are small, and also
B’s that are close to putting a unit root in the Bjj(L) polynomial for each j.

This prior works to suppress initial transients, but it does much more than that. It may
be useful as an approximate representation of widely shared prior beliefs (that unit roots
are present, that cross-variable relations are weak) but it should not be justified solely by
appeal to the idea that initial transients are implausible.

This kind of dummy observation also puts no limits on c. Thus if one wants to down-
weight versions of the model in which there are unit roots and c2

j >> Σjj, i.e. models
in which deterministic trend components are much more important than the error term,
then one should combine these no-cointegration dummy observations with dummy ob-
servations that favor c = 0.

Note that dummy observation priors can be combined. It has been common in applied
work to apply both single-unit-root and no-cointegration dummy observations.

4. THE MINNESOTA PRIOR

We are working back in historical time. The use of no-cointegration priors in applied
work preceded the use of single-unit-root priors, but preceding them both was the Min-
nesota Prior. The Minnesota Prior postulates a separate set of dummy observations for
each equation, implementing a prior that specifies independent distributions for all coef-
ficients, with the coefficient Bjks having mean 0 unless j = k and s = 1, in which case

the mean is 1, and variance π−1
1 π

1−δ(j,k)
2 s−π3 , where δ(j, k) is a function equal to 1 if

j = k and 0 otherwise. With π2 < 1, this prior specifies that coefficients on own lags
(Bjj(s), s = 1, . . . , k) are likely to be larger in absolute value than coefficients on other
variables, and with π3 > 0, it specifies that coefficients on more distant lags are likely to
be smaller.

This prior has usually been implemented, inconsistently, via separate OLS estimates us-
ing a distinct set of dummy observations on each equation. As we have already pointed
out, the usual ML or posterior mean interpretation of equation-by-equation OLS is not
correct when the data matrix (dummy observations or otherwise) is different across equa-
tions. If we omit the π2 term (that is, set it to 1), then own lag coefficients and cross-
variable coefficients are treated symmetrically, and the prior can be implemented with
system-wide dummy observations. If t∗ks is the artificial date for the dummy observation
applying to the s’th lag of the k’th variable, one of these dummy observations has the
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form

y(t∗k1) =




0
...
0

π1σk
0
...
0




= y(t∗k1 − 1) , y(t∗ks − s) =




0
...
0

π1sπ3σk
0
...
0




,(10)

y(t∗ks − v) = 0 for v 6= s > 1 and for v > s = 1 .(11)

The parameter σk is a measure of the degree of variability in the k’th variable. It has most
commonly, again somewhat inconsistently, been set by estimating a low-order univariate
AR regression for each variable and taking σk to be the standard deviation of the residual
of that regression. It could also be set as the sample standard deviation of the initial
conditions for each variable.

In a recent paper Sims and Zha (1998) a new approach to variable-by-variable setting
of the prior has been proposed that captures the spirit of the Minnesota Prior without
the inconsistencies and with nearly the same degree of convenience. The approach of
that paper also generalizes to the case of structural VAR’s (models with restrictions on Σ),
which the Minnesota Prior does not. In this course, we will not have time to go into the
details of this new approach.

5. EXERCISE DUE FRIDAY, 12/17

Repeat the VAR estimation and testing that you carried out for the last exercise, this
time with a single-unit-root prior with λ = 1 on each system you estimate. Compare
the results to those you obtained originally. For each estimated system, compute and
plot the actual time series y(t), t = 1, . . . , T and the projections from initial conditions,
E0[y(t)], t = 1, . . . , T. Was there a problem with initial transients to start with? Did the
single-unit-root prior “fix" it?
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